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Contact:David Hannah, SFU Beedie, 778.782.7827, drhannah@sfu.caRoss MacDonald-Allan, SFU Beedie, 778.782.9492, rossm@sfu.caResearchers from Simon Fraser University’s Beedie School of Business have found that organizations implementing rulesthat govern confidential information (CI) can make it difficult for employees to fulfill their roles – resulting in rule breakingor bending.Their paper, “Why and How Do Employees Break and Bend Confidential Information Protection Rules?” was co-authored byDave Hannah, an associate professor in the Beedie School and Kirsten Robertson, an assistant professor at the University ofthe Fraser Valley, and published in the spring in the Journal	of	Management	Studies.The study examined two high-tech organizations that enforce CI protection rules. It found that these rules sometimesproved to be restrictive for employees, forcing them to choose between rule compliance and working efficiently.Employees were often required to break the rules in order to carry out their jobs effectively, or bend them in ways thatenabled them to meet some rule requirements.“Many organizations rely on CI – the formula for Coca Cola, for example – which they must entrust to employees to allowthem to do their jobs,” says Hannah.“Yet as soon as employees know this CI they become a potential vulnerability, forcing organizations to put in place rules toprotect their CI that employees must follow.”The researchers found that by implementing CI rules they can create three types of tension among employees: obstructiontension, making it difficult for people to work; knowledge network tension, disrupting information flow in personalnetworks; and identity tension, where employees cannot fulfill the role with which they identify.The study revealed that employees react to these types of tension by breaking or bending the rules in specific ways:shortcutting, circumventing rules that slowed work; conspiring, where they work together to get around rules; andselectively disclosing, where they allow external networks access to certain aspects of the CI.“It was reported recently that Apple put new constraints on engineers, prohibiting them from taking prototypes offcampus,” says Hannah.“This is a great example of this sort of tension – the engineers now feel they cannot do their jobs properly because theycannot field test their products.” In order to ensure employees follow the rules, the researchers recommend that organizations improve communication,explaining satisfactorily why rules are in place.
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The research was funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC).As Canada's engaged university, SFU is defined by its dynamic integration of innovative education, cutting-edge researchand far-reaching community engagement.  SFU was founded almost 50 years ago with a mission to be a different kind ofuniversity—to bring an interdisciplinary approach to learning, embrace bold initiatives, and engage with communities nearand far. Today, SFU is a leader amongst Canada's comprehensive research universities and is ranked one of the topuniversities in the world under 50 years of age. With campuses in British Columbia's three largest cities—Vancouver,Surrey and Burnaby—SFU has eight faculties, delivers almost 150 programs to over 30,000 students, and boasts more than130,000 alumni in 130 countries around the world. -30-
Simon	Fraser	University:	Engaging	Students.	Engaging	Research.	Engaging	Communities.
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